
#02. Raised performance

With some of our hockey players, we were able to have them gain in their 

skating stride efficiency and identify which side of the ice they would be 

more comfortable playing on.  This was a huge help for coaches and the 

players loved seeing their performance get better and feel it get better.
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Ways that we have 
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#01. Effectively predicting injury
We have tested numerous athletes across various sports.  During our testing, we 

identified 38 athletes that had the potential for injury based on the tests and 

movement patterns. We ran their results. What we found was that we correctly 

predicted the future injury 38 times.  We were able to help prevent the injuries 

from growing worse for those who stayed with the program. We also helped with 

a mid-season assessment for an NCAA team and identified key issues and helped 

them qualify for the NCAA D3 tournament.

#03. Great for Targeted Training
The athletes were able to execute programs that were developed for them 

to improve their bodies.  The athlete receives a personalized training plan 

for them to follow based on the results of their testing.  They can execute 

our program or the data can be given to their personal coach and their 

private workouts developed.  This has happened with some of our D1 

athletes.

#04. Same tech used by the biggest names in pro sports.

Your athletes are getting tested on the same equipment that multibillion-

dollar sports leagues use to assess their athlete's health.  This equipment is 

trusted by the pro sports leagues. The testing protocols are FDA-cleared it 

should be good enough for your athletes.  It makes a stronger athlete across 

all sports.  The earlier intervention we get the better long-term health we 

provide. 
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